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NOTES ON THE NEW SOUTH WALES MITRAS 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THEIR PROTOCONCHS. 

By CHARLES F. LASERON, F.R.Z.S. 
Honorary Correspondent, Australian Museum. 

(Figures 1-11.) 

INTRODUCTION. 

The late Charles Hedley (1918) allowed twelve species of Mitra ab occurring in 
New South Wales. 

These were: 892 M1:tra aCfomialis Hedley, 893 M. carbonaria Swainson, 894 M. 
cookii Sowerby, 895 M. glabra Swainson, 896 M. legrandi Ten.-Woods, 897 M. miranda 
Smith, 898 M. nodostaminea Hedley, 899 M. pacifica Reeve, 900 M. rhod1:a Reeve, 901 
M. solida Reeve, 902 M. strangei Angas, and 903 M. volucra Hedley. 

Two additional species were described and named by T. Iredale (1929) from 
the "Triton" dredgings in Sydney Harbour. These were Chrysame lemma (p. 343, 
pI. xxxviii, figure 6) and Mitropifex quasillus (p. 346, pI. xxxviii, figure 18). 

These species still stand, though there has been some revision in their names. This 
paper now raises the list of species to twenty-t,hree by the addition of four new species, 
and five species now recorded from New South Wales for the first time. The four new 
species are Mitra sinusigera Laseron, .~1. tasmantis Laseron, M. jervisensis Laseron, and 
M. cericosta Laseron. 

Those recorded for the first time are Mitra eximia Adams, M. peregra Reeve, M. 
tuberosa Reeve, M. lugubrt:s Swainson, and M. scutulata Lamarck. 

Apart from zoological classification, but curiously enough broadly paralleling it, 
these twenty-three species may be divided into groups based on distribution. Firstly 
there are six tropical species, representing an overlap into the Neoperonian region, all 
recorded from the north coast of New South Wales, and introduced no doubt by the 
warm Notonectian current. These are pac1;jica, peregra, tuberosa, lugttbris, eximia, and 
scutulata. 

The next group includes the species inhabiting the foreshol'es, or occurring just 
below low tide. Some of these have a limited goegraphical range, others occur widely 
distributed along the coast. They include the brown Mitras, separated by Iredale in 
V icimitra. They are contermina Iredale replacing carbonaria, cookii, expos'ita Iredale 
replacing glabra, 1'hodia, prosphora Iredale replacing solida, volucra, and the new species 
sinusigm'a. 

The final group includes the deep-water species, sometimes found dredged within 
the harbours, but mainly inhabiting the continental shelf. Most of these are heavily 
sculptured, and are generally akin to species found in similar locations in Tasmanian 
waters. The species are acromialis, legrandi, miranda, nodostaminea, stmngei, lemma, 
quasillus, tasmantis, jervisensis, and, cericosta. It is probable that the genetic relationship 
of some of these species must be looked for in the past rather than in other 
zoogeographical provinces, and will be found in the Cainozoic rocks of New Zealand 
and southern Australia, or in other parts of the world. 

The Mitra Protoconch. 
Though the single genus M'itra is here used, it is not suggested that the group is 

monogenetic, for undoubtedly many genera exist, but it is felt that any revised classification 
should be based on a wider geographical field, and that charactPfs other than taxonomic 
must be considered if true genetic relationship is to be established. There has been 
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a good deal of work abroad on the l\'[it.ra radula, and considerable differences exist in this 
character in different species, but so far little work has been done on the radula of the 
eastern Australian species, and until there is information in this direction, it is well to 
resist the temptation to propose new genera locally. As more than 800 species have so 
far been described, maiT"ly from the Pacific and Indian Oceans, the problem is certainly 
a world-wide rather than a local one. In fact many writers consider that the group is 
not only heterogeneous, but that more than one family is represented. 

In New South Wales, Hedley figured the radula of Mitra rhodia (1917, p. 711, figure 
16). Cooke also described the radula of rhodia from Sydney Harbour, and showed the 
rhachidium to have five, not four cusps as illustrated by Hedley. In view of the previous 
confusion as to the identity of these brown Mitras, it is not certain what particular species 
he studied. Iredale's genus Vicimitra was introduced on the basis of a radula figured 
by Cooke as from Mitra solida, and Iredale also included contermina and exposita in his 
new genu", but so far the radulae of these species are undetermined, and there seems 
no other reason why they should be so included. 

Of characters other than the radula, the protoconch would seem to have great 
possibilities in Qstablishing genetic if not phylogenetic relationship. In many other groups 
writers have used it as a basis of classification. Hedley used it in his monograph on the 
Turridae, it has been used in Mathilda, in the Pyramidellidae, the Rissoidae, the Volutes· 
and other families. ItR value for phylogenetic purposes is, however, open to considerable 
doubt. 

It is generally recognized that origins persist in the embryology of animals, and this 
is the argument used by advocates of the protoconch for purposes of classification. But 
is the protoconch truly embryonic? Where embryonic characters show ancestral 
origins it rarely happens that they have any relation to a creature's present environment, 
and thus they play no part in its normal functions. As maturity develops they become 
obsolete and rudimentary and often disappear entirely. 

With this in mind consider the protoconch generally and the sinusigera protoconch 
particularly. In a series of papers read before the Linnean Society of New South Wales, 
from 1902 to 1912, Dr. H. L. Kesteven described the protoconchs of various local shells, 
and recorded a sinusigera protoconch from the common Thais. In the earliest paper 
he thought this type was peculiar to Thais, but later recognized that it is found in many 
families. Iredale (1911) found a juvenile Mitra in the Kermadecs with a sinusigera 
apex, and reviewing the question at length, pointed out that in the oceanic islands it 
occurs in widely diverse families, and is generally characteristic of a free-swimming 
larval stage. In his paper Iredale forecast its importance, and suggested that where the 
type of protoconch differed, the difference must be genetic but not phylogenetic. Kesteven 
(1912) admitted a specific difference alone, except where other characters are considered. 
He considered that the protoconch is not embryonic, that the real embryonic stage of 
the shell occurred before the protoconch developed, and it is in this initial stage that 
both phylogenetic and genetic origins must be sought. 

The sinusigera protoconch bears this argument out. Its association with a free
swimming larval stage shows it to be a definite factor in the animal's present existence. 
It is found in gasteropods of widely different families, yet it does not occur in all the 
sppcies of groups which are otherwise very closely related. For instance, the protoconchs 
of Thais neglecta and of Mitra sinusigera resemble each other very closely, ,vet it would 
hardly be suggested that these two species should be grouped together. Following this 
argument to its logical conclusion, it would seem that if the sinusi,qera protoconch is 
ancestral, it has only persisted in those species of particular group" in which it is necessary 
to their normal development, while in allied forms it has become entirely obsolete. As 
a major feature of classification it would therefore link many families in a remote past. 
If this be admitted, it is logical to admit that the same importance must be given to 
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protoconchs of other types, a course which in many families would create the utmost 
confusion and would be in disagreement with all other characters. 

Nevertheless it is well at this stage not to be too dogmatic, for though as a whole 
the various types of protoconch may represent parallel development in different groups, 
in some they may have become so persistent as to constitute a family characteristic, as 
for instance in the heterotrophe protoconch of the Pyramidellidae. It is probable, 
however, that for the most part the true embryonic shell of the gasteropod is, as stated 
by Kesteven, absorbed in the protoconch or is cast before the secretion of the pro to conch 
begins. 

There can be no doubt as to the specific value of the protoconch, and it can be laid 
down that whenever the protoconch differs, different species are indicated. At times 
it may have genetic value. In this paper the protoconchs of as many species as pos:;ible 
are described and, combined with other characters, they certainly suggest relationship 
between some of the species. For instance, contermina, rhodia and exposita have very 
similar protoconchs, and are also closely related in shell characters. This group might 
easily be raised to subgeneric or even generic status. At the same time it is impossible 
to include them in Iredale's Vicimitra, with the type species of which they have nothing 
more in common than they have with other bpecies of Mitra. Mitra sinusigera, on 
shell characters, would seem to be closely allied to the J'hodia group, but on the protoconch 
alone would be widely sepa,rated. So also would cookii, which again has an entir!:'ly 
different type of protoconch. Further discussion on this point is deferred, but will be 
mentioned again in the main body of this paper when individual species are considered. 

Hedley 900. 

NOTES ON THE SPECIES. 

Milra rhodia Reeve. 

(Figures 1, la.) 

The small group of shallow water Mitras, which might be collectively referred to 
as the" Brown Mitras " has been the subject of considerable confusion. Many references 
appear in literature under a multiplicity of names, such as carbonaria, glabra, badia, 
digna, pygmaea, cookii, rhodia and others, many of which have already been discarded 
by previous writers, either as synonyms, or as applicable to different species from other 
localities. 

Hedley (1918) in his Check List allowed carbonaria, cookii, glabra, rhodia and solida 
in this group. He rejected badia Reeve as the young of carbonaria, but allowed rhodia 
by the same author. Since that date Iredale (1929, p. 343) has rejected solida, carbonaria 
and glabra, proposing a new genus for solida, which he names V icimitra prosphora, and 
substituting Vicimitra contermina and exposita as new species to replace carbonaria and 
glabra respectively. He considered carbonaria to be the Tasmanian shell. It is proposed 
to accept contermina without comment, as lack of access to good Tasmanian material 
precludes comparison, and there can be no doubt of th!:' identity of the large New South 
Wales species under Iredale's name. The same applies to exposita, and cookii is a well
defined species. 

Mitra rhodia and badia were both described by Reeve (1845). Unfortunately the 
original descriptions and illustrations are very unsatisfactory for identification; moreover, 
the locality of the types iE; given as unknown. When Hedley visited London in 1912, 
he examined shells which were labelled as the types of these species, both from Sydney, 
that of rhodia being described as living under stones iu Sydney Harbour. When the 
Cuming Collection, on which Reeve worked, was preseuted to the British Museum, a 
great deal of guesswork was apparently used in identifying the types of his species. In 
view of the fact that Reeve, who had the reputation of being a very methodical worker, 
gave no locality for his types, it is not certain that these particular specimens are those 
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on which he based his species, and therefore we are thrown back on hiB written work 
only. His description of rhodia is as follows: 

"Mitra rhodia :~~~The Rose-wood Mitre-Shell elongated, spire acuminate, rather 
smooth, transversely very finely striated, very dark brown, columella three-plaited, 
aperture short. Hab. -- ~" (1845, PI. 28, f. 225.) 

'['his description, inadequate though it is, fits the common Sydney shell, and though 
the type locality is uncertain, long usage justifies the retention of Reeve's name. In 
order to clarify the position, the following fuller description is given, based on specimens 
from Shark Island, Port Jackson. 

Shell conically acuminate, solid, colour dark brown, nearly black, occasi()nally 
red-brown, particularly from the outer beaches, with a narrow orange band just below 
the periphery, the colour fading on beach specimeus to yellow brown. Protoconch of 
three whorls, the first flattened, the second and third globose, the whole dome-shaped 
and smooth. Adult whorls six, the first with faint, punctate, spiral striae, becoming 
slightly stronger in succeeding whorls, and persisting thus to the body whorl. Whorls 
slightly rounded, the body whorl slightly restricted at the base. Apertufe about 
two-fifths of total length, acute posteriorly, rounded anteriorly, with a short, rounded 
canal. Inner margin regularly and slightly curved, with a narrow glazed band. Columella 
plaits two in the early stages, increasing to three, with suggestions of a fourth in very 
old specimens, thick, rounded and very oblique, the posterior the most prominent. 

Dimensions.-I"ength, 24 mm., width, 8 mm. The largest specimen seen measured 
27 mm., and this seems to be nearly the maximum size. A few specimens are relatively 
broader. 

Habitat.-Between tide marks, under stones, but particularly abundant in beds of 
the common mussel, Bmchyodontes hirsutus, at Shark Island, North Harbour, and other 
localities within Port JacksOJ1, also at Long Reef and other outer reefs along the coast. 
On the north coast, this is repla.ced by M. cookii and contermina as the common species. 

Mitra (Vicimitra) contermina Iredale. 

(Figure 8.) 

This is the largest of the New South Wales species, sometimes attaining a length of 
3 inches. Immature specimens are sometimes confused with M. rhodia, but there should 
be no real difficulty in separating the species. Half-grown specimens of contermina have 
fewer and larger whorls, are broader, and have two to three thin columella plaits; the 
aperture is thinner with practically no glaze on the inner margin. The plaits increase 
from two in young specimens to five in the fully ma.ture state. They are always 
oonspicuously thin. 

The protoconch has not previously been recorded. It is of three whorls, dome
shaped, dark brown, smooth and glossy, the first whorl minute, the next two increasing 
rapidly. Sculpture appears on the fourth whorl as radial punctate striae, and attainfl 
its maximum dovelopment on the third adult whorl. Beach specimens are invariably 
quite smooth, as the sculpture is very superficial and soon disappears with rollillg. The 
last whorls of the adult shell increase very rapidly, the aperture is large and is practically 
half the total length of the shell. In very old specimens the shell is greatly thickened, 
and the outer margin of the aperture is flattened and even sinuate. There seem to be 
two forms, which may be sexual, one very much broader than the other. 

The habitat of M. contermina is the outer reefs, though it occasionally comes into the 
mouths of the harbours. It lives in a slightly deeper zone than rhodia, and may be 
procured under stones just below low tide or in the deeper pools. It breeds in the late 
winter; the egg clusters are attached to the rocks, but details have not been obseryed. 
It ranges right along the coast, but is particularly abundant on the North Coast. 
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l!'igures 1-11. 
1, la . .,L"",nt-ra rlwdia Reeve. , 2, 2a. Mitra sinub'igm'a Lasero1J.. ~i. ill itra tasmantis La;.,croIl. 40, .ill ltra jel'visensis 

I,a6eron. 5. Mitra cookii Sowerby (protoconch). (1. Mitra voluera Hedley (protoconch). 7. Mitra exposita IredaJe 
(protoconch). 8. Mitra coutermina IredaJe (protoconch). 9. Mitm cerico8ta Laseron. 10. "\1~it,.a sp. (protoconch) 
11. Mitra (Vieimitra) prosplwra Iredale (protoconch). 

Mitra (Vicimitra) exposita Iredale. 
(J"igure 7.) 

'l'his species is occasionally taken alive at Long Reef, but invariably from below low 
water ail spring tides. It would seem to inhabit slightly deeper water than its allied 
species, and thus the three species, rhodia, contermina and exposita are zoned in habitat, 
rhodia between tide marks, contermina at or below low tide, and exposita below this. 

No live juveniles with protoconchs have been obtained, but amongst a number of 
Mitra tips collected by the late C. Hedley from Middle Harbour, is one with the protoconch 
attached to two mature whorls, which is recognizable as this species. The whole is 
dome-shaped, of three whorls, the first minute, the second and third expanding rapidly, 
brown and glossy. Sculpture appears first on the fourth whorl as numerous radial, 
faint, punctate lines, increa&ing until on the third, adult whorl they attain their maximum. 
The colour of the adult whorls is lighter than the protoconch and remains so at all stages. 

Even in young specimens the straight-sided whorls are a distinctive feature, and 
the adult shell is much longer with a shorter aperture than the other allied species. 

Mitra sinusigera, Bp. novo 
(Figures 2, 2a.) 

Shells smaller than other brown Mitras, bi-conical, dark brown, with faint broken 
patches of yellow below the suture. Protoconch sinusigera, of four and a half whorls, 
inclined and tilted at a considerable angle, colour bright yellow, smooth and glossy. 
Initial whorl dome-shaped, the next three expanding rapidly, the fifth overlapped by 
the first adult whorl, from which it is separated by a slight varix, curving backwards. 
Just before this stage a few undulations appear. On one specimen is what appears to 
be a trace of the sinusigera spur, but this generally is overlapped and hidden by the 
beginning of the adult shell. 
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Adult whorls five, with nearly flattened sides, the body whorl large and expa,nded. 
Sculpture appears on the first adult whorl as three broad radial ridges, increasing to five 
on the succeeding whorl. The transverse sculpture first appears as fine indentations 
between the radials, and later overriding them, but the radials are always predominant. 
The sculpture, though fine throughout, is more prominent in the mature shell, particularly 
on the base.of the body whorl. The aperture is almost half the length of the adult shell, 
the outer margin expanded, canal short and truncate, inner margin with four thin 
columella plications, oblique and rounded. 

Dimensions: Length, 17 mm., width, 6·5 mm. 
Habitat.-Outer reefs, below stones at low tide. Long Reef, ColIaroy (type); 

Twofold Bay (Roy Bell Collection); and a single tip from 25-30 fathoms off Crookhaven. 
Remarks.-This was at first taken for the young of M. contermina ~hich it greatly 

reflembles, but the protoconch of course indicates something quite different. It is 
probable that it is much commoner than at first apparent, and that many beach 
specimens taken for confermina are this species which, without the protoconch, is 
practically indistinguishable. 

The discovery of a sinusigera protoconch in a New South Wales Mitra is of considemble 
interest, and its wider implications have already been discussed in the Introduction to 
this paper. 

An unidentified protoconch, which shows some similarity to that of M. sinusigera, 
is here figured for purposes of future reference (Figure 10). The specimen is of a 
juvenile Mitra, with one adult whorl, from shell sand, Port Stephens. The protoconch 
is four whorled, glassy and globose, tilted at an angle, the last whorl at an angle and 
half immersed in the adult whorl. The junction of the protoconch is marked by a slight 
varix, but the presence of the spur could not be detected owing to the overlap of the 
adult shell. The initial sculpture consists of faint radials, crossed by growth lines, and 
suggests that the ultima,te mature shell will be smooth and pale-coloured. 

Mitra cookii Sower by. 

(Figure 5.) 

So far I have not seen this species alive, but it is very common on the beaches of 
the North Coast, where it replace8 rhoclia as the common species. When dredging at 
Point Halliday, a few miles to the south of the Manning River, a number of Mitra tips 
were taken in from 8-10 fathoms about a mile from the shore. At the time these could 
not be identified with any adult species, but later two specimens of half-grown cookii 
found on the beach showed the protoconch sufficiently to link them with those dredged. 
As this protoconch has not been previously recognized, the following description is 
given: 

It consists of three whorls, the first small and dome-shaped, the second large and 
globose, thtl thild smaller, and overlapped by the first adult whorl, so much so that it is 
nearly invisible on some specimens. There is a slight but distinct varix separating the 
adult sculpture. All three whorls are smooth, white and glassy. The first adult whorl 
is narrow, white, with three spiral keels, broken by transverse punctures. These become 
stronger in the succeeding whorl, which is yellow, and thence the sculpture becomes less 
marked and the colour deepens. 

In the adult stage, the chocolate colour, white band, and splashed white markings 
make thi" species easily recognizable. 

Mitra voluera Hedley. 
(Figure 6.) 

Amongst the dredgings from Point Halliday were two juvenile Mitra, sufficiently 
developed to link them with M. 'Volucra, which is not uncommon 011 the nieghboul'ing 
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coast. The original description was from three specimens without tips collected by 
myself from W oolgoolga, about 100 miles further north, and this opportunity is taken 
to describe the protoconch, hitherto unknown. 

It consists of two whorls, the first large and rounded and tilted at an acute angle, 
with possibly an initial whorl infolded and hidden, the second whorl slightly rounded, 
its axis normal with the adult shell, and partially enveloping the first whorl of the 
protoconch. The first adult whorl with a distinct shelf, its sculpture consisting of about 
eighteen transverse rounded ribs, which later become obsolescent. The colour of the 
protoconch is brown, that of the juvenile brown, mottled with white. 

The range of M. voZucra is approximately from the Clarence to the Manning Rivers, 
where it is the common shore species associated with M. cookii. 

Mitra (Vicimitra) prosphora Iredltle. 

(Figure 11.) 

This species is common on the beaches of the North Coast, and in Port Jackson 
on a sandy bottom, from 69 fathoms, Sow and Pigs Reef, Port Jackson. The protoconch, 
hitherto undescribed, is rather peg-like, the first whorl inflated, apparently infolded at 
the tip, the second regular, both smooth and white. The first mature whorl has strong 
radial punctate striae, which are prominent on the first three mature whorls; thence 
the shell is almost smooth. 

Mitra tasmantis, sp. novo 
(Figure 3.) 

Shell small, bi-conical, grey to white. Protoconch rather peg-like, of a single naticoid 
whorl. Mature whorls five, increasing regularly, slightly rounded, body whorl large 
and inflated, about two-thirds total length of shell, sutures slightly impressed. Sculpture 
predominantly spiral, on the first adult whorl faint spiral striae, then on each whorl four 
regular, equally-spaced, rounded keels. On the body whorl, the keels are of two orders: 
just below the suture are three fine spiral striae, thence the main keels alternate with 
single fine striae right to the base. Transverse sculpture is also present, more prominent 
in the early whorls and obsolete on the base. It consists of fine transverse ridges, between 
the keels, but not overriding them, except on the secondary keels on the body whorl, 
which are raised into minute, rounded tubercles. Outer margin of aperture rounded, 
acuminate posteriorly, truncate anteriorly, columella with a thin band of callus, plaits 
three, large, solid, and very oblique. 

Dimensions: Length, 10·5 mm., breadth, 4 mm. 
Localitie8.-50-70 fathoms, Twofold Bay (collected by Roy Bell, type); 6-9 fathoms, 

Sow and Pigs Reef. 
Remarks.-In general form this species resembles M. ta8manica Ten.-Woods, but 

has very different sculpture, which separates it at once from all other Australian Mitras. 

Mitra jervisensis, sp. novo 
(Figure 4.) 

Shell small, bi-conical, whitish, flecked with brown. Protoconch a single inflated 
naticoid whorl. Mature whorls six, increasing regularly, slightly rounded, sutures 
slightly impressed, body whorl large, about half the total length of shell, its greatest 
diameter below the suture, tapering anteriorly. Sculpture predominantly spiral, the 
earlier whorls nearly smooth, consisting of finely incised channels, about six to the 
penultimate whorl, the uppermost rather deeper than the others, making a distinct band 
just below the suture. The sculpture persists to the base, where, however, it is less 
prominent. Transverse sculpture present, but not prominent, consisting of fine growth 
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lines. Aperture narrow, outer margin rounded, bent in sharply anteriorly, inner margin 
nearly straight. Columella plaits four, prominent but thin, transverse. 

Dimensions.-Length, 11 mm., breadth, 4·2 mm., aperture, 5 mm. 
Localities.--15 fathoms, Jervis Bay (type), also one immature specimen; 25 fathoms 

off Bateman's Bay; on beach, Jervis Bay (Miss G. Thornley). 
Remarks.--The regular bi-conical shape, four columella plaits, and distinctive 

sculpture, should ensure future recognition of this species. I know of no other Australian 
species with whieh it could be easily confused. 

Mitra cericosta, sp. novo 

(Figure D.) 

Shell small, elongate conical, greyish-white. Protoconeh of two whorls, the first 
dome-shaped, the second even, merging into the adult shell. Mature whorls six, increasing 
regularly, with a narrow shelf at the sutures, body whorl nearly half the total length. 
Sculpture predominantly tran&verse, consisting of numerous straight rounded costae, 
about twenty-six on the penultimate whorl, about equal in width to the inter-costal 
spaces. The main costae terminate abruptly at the periphery, but continue in an 
attenuated form as thin lines right to the base. Spiral sculpture present, but only visible 
microscopically, when it appears as numerous fine lines, between and even overriding 
the costae, particularly in the earlier whorls. Aperture comparatively short and wide, 
outer margin curved, inner margin arcuate, columella plaits four, prominent, transverse. 

Dimensions: Length, 15 mm., breadth, 5 mm., aperture, 6 mm. 
Localities.-30-35 fathoms off Crookhaven. 
Remarks.-This species is probably allied to a group of Tasmanian deep water 

Mitras, centring around M. pumilio May, all characterized by four columella plaits and 
prominent transverse sculpture. It diffe:', from all, however, by its more elongate form, 
and much more numerous costae. 

Hedley 902. 

May 787. 

Mitra strangei AugaB. 

This species was taken alive in 15 fathoms on a sandy bottom betweon Port Jackson 
Heads. 

The protoconch is of two whorls, the first dome-shaped, comparatively large, the 
second showing traces of incipient sculpture. The third shows prominent fCulpture 
fmer, but similar to the adult shell. The animal is a very pale yellow, almost white, 
with a long, narrow foot, truncate in front. The tentacles are widely spaced, short, with 
small, black eyes about fa f~way to the tip. The siphon as seen was short, but a8 with 
other species was extendable to a much greater length. 

Superficially at least, the animals of the Mitras present very few characters which 
can be used in their description. Hedley (1917, p. 711, PI. xliii, Figures 15, 16) described 
the animal of NI. rhodia. In all essentials his description is similar to the above, and 
applies very nearly to other local species. If the soft parts are to be used taxonomically 
differences will have to be sought in anatomical characters, particularly the radula. 

In the Tasmanian li&t, May figures a strongly cancellate species as strangei, and 
this is evidently something different, probably nodostaminea of Hedley. Angas's 
description and figure are very good and show the spiral sculpture to consist of fine ridges 
which are predominant, but are crossed by very fine transverse lines. The type locality 
is " dredged, Middle Harbour", and our specimens from nearby match very well. 
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Mitra pacifica Reeve; M. eximia Adams; M. tuberesa Reeve; M. lugubris Swainson; M. peregra Reeve; 
M. scutulata Lamarck. 

These six species, all collected at Woolgoolga on the North Coast, were kindly 
identified for me by Mrs. L. H. W oolacott from material in the Australian Museum. 
Only one, M. pacifica, is on Hedley's Check List, and the other five are, therefore, new 
additions to the New South Wales fauna. All are tropical species, and are more typical 
of the Queensland fauna. They may be looked upon as the overlap of the two faunas, 
and as casual visitors brought down in a larval form or on driftwood by the strong 
warm Notonectian Current which sweeps down the coast. Other tropical species, too 
worn for identification, have also been seen from this locality, also from Angowrie, 
slightly more to the north. No doubt many more will be recorded in the future. 

It is as yet impossible to say to what extent these visitants have become permanently 
established in the area, what part they have in local ecology, and how far they may be 
looked on as a definite element in the Neoperonian Faunal Province. It would seem 
desirable in compiling check lists that snch tropical invaders should be retained in a 
separate Jist, for the present at least, until such time as their place in the natural economy 
is revealed. This applies not only to Mitras but to many species in other fa.milies of 
tropical shells. 
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